Capitalizing Class Subjects and Formal Titles

Names of subjects are lowercase unless they refer to a specific class or are part of a proper name. Languages are always capitalized.

example:  My favorite subject is art.
You should take Algebra I next year.
I signed up for French class.

Formal titles such as captain, queen, mayor, or president are capitalized if they are part of a name. They are lower case if they describe a role.

example:  Did you know that Queen Elizabeth II lives in Buckingham Palace?
Carmen wrote a play about a queen, a bumblebee, and a unicorn.

Rewrite each sentence below, correcting any errors in capitalization.

1. We learned about emperor Constantine when we studied Rome in Social Studies.

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Reese wondered if she should study for Spanish, language arts, or science first.

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

3. My favorite comic book hero is captain America.

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

4. I waved at police chief Wilson when she rode by in the parade.

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

5. Mrs. O’Hara, who used to be our Math teacher, is now running for Mayor.

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
ANSWER KEY

Capitalizing Class Subjects and Formal Titles

Names of subjects are lowercase unless they refer to a specific class or are part of a proper name. Languages are always capitalized.

example: My favorite subject is art.
You should take Algebra I next year.
I signed up for French class.

Formal titles such as captain, queen, mayor, or president are capitalized if they are part of a name. They are lower case if they describe a role.

example: Did you know that Queen Elizabeth II lives in Buckingham Palace?
Carmen wrote a play about a queen, a bumblebee, and a unicorn.

Rewrite each sentence below, correcting any errors in capitalization.

1. We learned about emperor Constantine when we studied Rome in Social Studies.
   We learned about Emperor Constantine when we studied Rome in social studies.

2. Reese wondered if she should study for spanish, language arts, or science first.
   Reese wondered if she should study for Spanish, language arts, or science first.

3. My favorite comic book hero is captain America.
   My favorite comic book hero is Captain America.

4. I waved at police chief Wilson when she rode by in the parade.
   I waved at Police Chief Wilson when she rode by in the parade.

5. Mrs. O'Hara, who used to be our Math teacher, is now running for Mayor.
   Mrs. O'Hara, who used to be our math teacher, is now running for mayor.